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Summary. In this paper it is demonstrated how necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality of a strategy in multi-stage stochastic programs may
be obtained without topological assumptions. The conditions are essentially
based on a dynamic programming approach. These conditions - called conserving and equalizing - show the essential difference between finite-stage and
oo-stage stochastic programs.
Moreover, it is demonstrated how a recursive structure of the problem can
give a reformulation of the conditions. These reformulated conditions may
be used for the construction of numerical solution techniques.

1. Introduction

In this paper it will be shown how it is possible for a very general class
of multi-stage stochastic decision problems to give necessary and sufficient
conditions for the optimality of a strategy. Since we will not introduce topological assumptions, it is not possible to give duality assertions. So, the
theory will be based on primal properties of the decision problems. In some
sense the theory is a generalization of dynamic programming. The theory will
also show why the step from a finite-stage problem to an infinite-stage problem is a difficult one. It is also demonstrated for which structures the optimality conditions may be formulated locally in time. Such a formulation facilitates computation considerably. Since many stochastic programming problems
do not have such a structure, they present essential computational difficulties. However, in some cases it is feasible to reformulate the problem in order to give it this special structure.

Actually, the theory which will be presented here, can be generalized to
noncooperative dynamic games in continuous time. This more general theory
has been worked out by Groenewegen in his doctoral dissertation and will be
published by him as a monograph [5J. See also [6J. In continuous time the
set-up must be less constructive, since no continuous-time version of the
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Ionescu Tulcea construction for making a probability space from transition
probabilities is available.
The search for necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimalit\'

.~

a

strategy in a rather generally formulated multi-stage decision problem has
not been triggered by the idea that new or better conditions for specific
problems can be found. The main drive has been, that is is worthwhile to
make clear what the well-known conditions have in common and what the essential circumstances are for these conditions to work.
As stated, the conditions for optimality that will be presented in this paper may be seen as an outgrowth of the dynamic programming approach and therefore its traces go back to Bellman's optimality principle. The intrinsic difficulties for the characterization of optimality in infinite-stage decision
problems have been discovered and solved for gambling houses by Dubins and
Savage [lJ and by Sudderth [12J. They show that for their type of problems
an extra condition is required to guarantee optimality. The standard condition (called conservingness) says that the strategy should maintain its potential reward over the stages. The extra condition (called equaZizingness)
says that the strategy should cash its potential reward in the long run. This
has been generalized to Markov decision processes by Hordijk [8J. For rather
general multi-stage stochastic decision processes the characterization has
been given independently by Kertz and Nachman [9J, however, they need a topological structure and obtain the result in a rather indirect and unnecessary
difficult way.

The set-up of the multi-stage stochastic programming problem, as it will be
formulated in section 2, bears the traces of its dynamic programming background. However, it should be clear that e.g. the rather general type of stochastic programming problems from Rockafellar and Wets [llJ fit into this structure. In fact, the dynamic programming set-up not only facilitates the formulation of optimality conditions, it also facilitates the formulation of essential structural properties of the problem like non-anticipativity of the strategies.
Section 3 contains the characterization of optimal strategies for multi-stage
stochastic programs. In section 4 this characterization is reformulated in
terms of local quantities for the situation that the problem has a recursive
structure. Section 5 is devoted to some additional remarks.
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2. The multi-stage stochastic programming problem
In this section we will formulate the basic model for the theory which will
be developed in subsequent sections. As stated in the introduction, the model has a dynamic programming flavour, but it is essentially more general
than the usual model for Markov decision processes. It is also more general
than the rather general Markovian models of e.g. Hinderer [7J and of Furukawa and Iwamoto [3J. We will come back on this aspect at the end of this section.
Suppose that actions have to be selected at subsequent stages or time instants numbered by t = 0,1,2, •••• At each stage some variable is observed.
According to our dynamic programming set-up we call the actual value of this
variable the state of the system. This state is supposed to be an element
of a given set X, which might be a different one for different stages; however, for simplicity of notations we will take the same state space X for
all stages. In stochastic programming terminology one would say that the
state at time t is the random observation of stage t. X is supposed to be endowed with a a-field

X.

After the observation of the state of the systen at

a certain stage, one has to select an action from an action space A. Without
extra difficulty this action space might depend on the stage number, however,
we will not incorporate that feature. The action space A is supposed to be
endowed with a a-field

A.

Especially for recourse problems one needs the following aspect of the model.
It is not necessarily true that at all stages the same actions are allowed,
in recourse problems for instance the set of allowed actions may depend on
all preceding observations and actions. Therefore, we suppose that for each
t

stage t a subset Lt of xT=O (X x A) has been given (L is supposed to be an
t
element of the product-a-field). The interpretation of L is such that
t
(xO,aO,···,xt,a t ) E Lt means that the action at E A is admissible if x E X
T

were the observations at the corresponding stages for

T

= 0, .•. , t and a

E
T

A

were the selected actions at the stages T = O, ••• ,t-l. L
for any sequence xO,aO, .•. ,x

t

should be such that
t
there is at least one admissible action.

Now we are able to introduce the concept of strategy. This concept should be
defined in such a way that the selected action at some stage can depend on
the previous observations and actions. Moreover, we will define it in such
a way that mixed actions are allowed.
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A strategy s

=

(sO,sl"") is a sequence of transition probabilities (in

stochastic programming terminology: recourse probabilities) such that St is
a transition probability from

x~:~

xA) x

(X

X

(with the appropriate product-

a-field) to A. This means that st(xO,aO, ... ,at_1,Xti.} is a probabil:'l' measure on A. Naturally, we require that this measure is concentrated on the
set of admissible actions for xO,aO""'x . It also means that St(.iA') is
t
measurable for any A' E A.
Note that the non-anticipativity requirement has been built in quite naturally.

In a sensible multi-stage decision model a strategy and a starting state determine the probabilistic properties of the process. Therefore we have to introduce now the propulsion or transition mechanism of the system for given
strategy and starting state or starting distribution. An appropriate way of
doing this is by assuming a transition probability Pt for every stage t,
such that Pt is a transition probability from x~=o (X x A)

(but essentially

L ) to X. Now Pt gives for the sequence (xO,aO, ••• ,xt,a ) of observations and

t
t
actions a probability measure for the observation or state at stage t + 1.

Using the alternate transition mechanisms of the strategy (St) and the propulsion mechanism or observational device (Pt)' we can easily construct a
probability measure on H

00

=

x.=O (X

x

A) which describes the process of ob-

servations and actions properly:
This measureF

(where x is a given starting state and s a given strax,s
tegy) is uniquely determined by its values for the finite cylinder-sets

H'

= Xo
F

x A

x,s

O

x ••• x A _

t 1

(H') :=

x X

t

x A x X x •••

J

f Pt-1 (x,a

Po (x,a Oi dx 1 ) •.•

dx ) .
O" " ,a t _ 1 i
t

X

t

That this probability measure F

is the only appropriate one for our
x,s
purposes is a consequence of a theorem of Ionescu Tulcea (see Neveu [10J
tho V.1.1 and its corollaries).

So, for any starting distribution

on X (we suppose

~

on) we have a probability measureF

s

Ill?x,s (H')~(dx),

s

X

to be fixed from now

for every strategy s on H which describes

our process properly
F(H'):=

~
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where H' is any subset of H, measurable with respect to the product-a-field.
Expectations with respect to this probability measure will be denoted byE.
s
In order to compare strategies one needs a criterion. Therefore, we

jn+~~

duce a measurable utility function r on H. As a criterion we might use the
expected utility
v(s)

:= E

s

r

and hence we assume r to be quasi-integrable with respect to all measures F s •
We also need the conditionally expected utilities given actions and observais a fixed version of
h t'S
H
the probability measure F conditioned with respect to Ht and denoted by F t,
s
t-1
s
where h t = (xO,aO, .•• ,at_1,xt) and Ht is the product-a-field in x ,=0 (X x A) x X.
So, now we can also speak about the value of a strategy s given the history h t :
tions until some stage. We therefore assume thatF

if r is quasi-integrable
otherwise •
Note that r is quasi-integrable with respect toF

forF -almost all h .
t
s
So, the proviso in the definition of vt(ht,s) has ~o practical meaning.
h ,s

As optimality criterion we would like to choose:
the strategy s * is optimal if
for v-almost all h

O

EX.

A strategy which is optimal in this sense also maximizes the function v.
Let us denote sup vt(ht,s) by wt(h ), then the definition of optimality bet
s
comes
for v-almost all h

O

EX.

One might think that a strategy which is optimal in this sense also maximizes
vt(ht,s). So, the question is: does an optimal strategy s satisfy for all
t

=

1,2, .•.

In order to prove this, one is tempted to suppose the contrary for some t
and to use this for the construction of a strategy which is better than s.
However, for this kind of construction one needs a selection type argument.
This type of argument requires some topological structure. This structure
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can be made in several ways, each allowing application of a different selection theorem. Since that type of structure would not be used any further in
this paper, we prefer it to extend the definition of optimality in such a
way that this point is circumvented:
Definition. The strategy s is optimal, if it satisfies for all t=O,l,2, .•.
for JP s -almost all h

t

•

Note: another way to circumvent this difficulty is by formulating the conservingness condition in terms of expectations instead of almost everywhere
(the criterion then also needs a slight revision). However, then one requires
a selection type argument to prove that an optimal strategy is also pointwise optimal for almost all starting states.

Now, we can return to our remark about the generality of the model at the beginning of this section. Our model is definitely more general because of the
complete lack of topological requirements. Formally, it is also more general
because of the non-Markovian structure of the transition and action mechanism.
Moreover, it is formally more general because of the nonrecursiveness of the
reward structure (compare section 4). However, these last three aspects can
also be brought in the models of e.g. Hinderer [7J and Furukawa and Iwamoto
[3J by incorporating the history of the process into the state and by splitt-

ing the rewards in additive parts. So, in this respect our model is only
slightly more general. However, since we don't need such tricks, it is more
direct and more natural.

3. The characterization of optimal strategies

For any strategy s we have forJPs-almost all h

t

(3. 1)

If s is optimal, we have moreover for any
(3.2)

w (h ) = v (h , s)
T
T
t
t

T

andJP -almost all h
s

•

So, we obtain by combining (3.1) with (3.2) for

t

t, t + 1 for any optimal

strategy s:
(3.3)

wt (h )
t

= JE

w

ht's t+1

(h

t+1

)

for JPs -almost all h

t

.
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co
(3.3) formulates a martingale property for the sequence {wt(ht)}t=O' Because
of the conservational character of the formula (3.3), we will call a strategy which satisfies (3.3) for any t a conserving strategy. So, we have proved
that any optimal strategy is conserving and the question arises whetrer the
reverse is true or not.
A simple example shows that the reverse is not true in the co-stage case.

Counterexample.

In this deterministic example there are 2 states, with 2 actions allowed in
state 1 (resulting in a return to 1 and a transition to state 2 respectively) and only one action in state 2. Each action provides the reward as given
with the appropriate arc. Now, the strategy "stay in state 1" is conserving.
It never looses its prospective gain, but it also never cashes this gain.

So, what should be added to the conservingness property in order to guarantee optimality of a strategy, is some condition enforcing the cashing of
prospective rewards. It should be noted here, that in finite-stage dynamic
programming problems and also in many co-stage dynamic programming problems
(e.g. discounted problems) the solution techniques are essentially based on
(3.3), which shows that those problems don't need an extra condition.

A

simple formulation of such a cashing condition is the following:

(3.4)

limE [wt(h ) - vt(ht,s)]
t~

s

t

=0

•

If a strategy s satisfies (3.4), we say that s is equaZizing (implicitly its
definition presupposes the existence of the relevant integrals). In finitestage stochastic programs (i.e. after a fixed number of stages the system is
in some absorbing state where nothing happens anymore) any strategy is equalizing.
For an optimal strategy s we have

hence any optimal strategy is equalizing.

Theorem. A strategy s is optimal if and only if it is conserving and equalizing.
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Proof. It only remains to be proved that a strategy which is conserving and
equalizing is also optimal.
Suppose s is conserving and equalizing.
The conservingness (martingale property) implies for T > t
for

wt(h ) = lE
w (h )
t
h t'S T T

Hence:IE wt(h ) = lE w (h ) for all t,
SS
t
T
T
So (3.4) implies
lim lE v (h ,s)
T-+OO

s T

,

JP s -almost

all h

t

•

T.

limlEsr(h) =lEsr(h) =lEsvt(ht'S)

,-+00

Since

it follows that
for JP s -almost all h

t

•

o

Many dynamic programming problems are solved by using the conservingness requirement for optimal strategies. This is possible since in many problems
(e.g. finite-stage or discounted problems) all strategies are equalizing.
This is not so natural in the typical oo-stage stochastic programming set-up.
Therefore, there is an essential difference between finite-and infinite-stage
stochastic programs. But even finite-stage stochastic programs are numerically difficult. This is caused by another difference between dynamic programs
and stochastic programs. In dynamic programs we find some sort of recursive
structure which makes it possible to reformulate (3.3) in one-period quantities. This is not always the case for stochastic programs as will be demonstrated in the subsequent sections. However - as will be pointed out in section 5 - problems may be reformulated as recursive problems. The prize for
this consists mainly of a more extensive state space.

4. Stochastic programs with recursive structure
In most multi-stage stochastic programs the utility function r is the sum of
rewards (or costs) for the individual stages. Usually, these single-stage
rewards only depend on local quantities like the actions at that stage. So,
the influence of one stage on total rewards is completely determined by local
quantities, which gives the utility some sort of Markovian property. Unfortunately, it is also typical for stochastic programs that the allowed action
set at stage n depends on the proceedings at the foregoing stages. This de-
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pendency is not usual in dynamic programming problems which clarifies the
difference in numerical solution possibilities.
In this section we will introduce a general recursive structure for multistage stochastic programming problems and show how such a structure simnlifies the concepts conserving and equalizing. The idea of recursiveness and
its basic meaning for the use of dynamic programming ideas in more general
multi-stage decision problems stems essentially from Furukawa and Iwamoto

[3J.
Definition 4.1. The multi-stage stochastic programming problem is called trecursive for some t if
a)

the transition probabilities p

T

and the sets of admissible actions at

stage T do not depend on the state-action history xO,aO,x1, •.• ,xt_1,at_1
~

before stage t for all T

t.

b) r(h) can be separated as follows

where 8 is integrable, X is nonnegative and integrable, p is quasi-integrable with respect toF

s

for every s and

~

is the shift operator for his-

tories, so ~CxO,aO,x1,a1'·.·) = (x ,a , ..• ).
1 1
This concept of t-recursiveness makes it possible to formulate the tail of
a multi-stage decision problems as a multi-stage decision problem only depending on the new starting state.

Lemma 4.1. If the multi-stage stochastic programming problem is t-recursive
for some t, then
(4.1)

vt(ht,s) = 8(h t ) + X(ht)vCtJ(Xt,sCht»

(4.2)

wtCh t )

= 8Ch t ) + XCht)wCtJCXt)

for all strategies s and all h .
t
Here s(h ) is the strategy for the decision problem from stage t on, which
t
applies s as if h preceded; v[tJ is the value for the problem from time t
t
on with p as utility function and i t depends on the starting state at stage
t and on the strategy for the tail problem; similarly w

is the optimal
CtJ
expected utility for the tail problem as a function of the starting state
at stage t.
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This lemma is trivial and the formal proof only requires a somewhat more formal introduction of the tail problem with utility function p.
The interegting aspect of the lemma is, that (4.2) suggests the optimality
principle from dynamic programming. Namely, if one tries to find a strategy
s with
almost surely ,
then one has to find s such that
almost surely.
These properties may be used systematically, if the problem is t-recursive
for all t

T, where it is desirable that the functions p are strongly re-

E

lated. For this purpose we introduce the concept of recursiveness.
Definition 4.2. The multi-stage stochastic programming problem is called re-

cursive if
a) it is t-recursive for all t E T; now the separating functions are called
8[OJ xeOJ
[tJ

f '

t

P

'

•

b) p tJ satisfies:
p

P

[OJ

= r

[tJ (

t

8[ tJ ( h ) +
T
t T

h)

xCTtJ ( t h T ) P[T J (z; T-t t h)

for

T 2:

t
is integraevery s.

Except for some trivialities this decomposition is unique. It is also apparent that this decomposition implies a relation between the functions 8[tJ
T

'

X[tJ. These relations show somewhat more explicitly that s[tJ can be interT
[tJ
t+ 1
preted as a single-stage reward function and X 1 as some sort of discount
t+
factor for the appropriate stage.

Lemma 4.2. Let r be recursive, then (note that h

J
xC°
T

•

as X )

T

= hT

T

a)

8 (h )

k-l
{IT X[£-lJ(
h )}8[k-1J(
h)
k=l £=1 £
~-1 ~
k
k-1 k

b)

X (h )

~ X[k-1J( h)
k=l 'K
k-1 k

T

T

T

T

T

I

and write 8[OJ as
T

e ,
T
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c)

8

T+

l(h

T+

1) =8 (h) + X (h )e[T]l( h
1)
T T
T T T+ T T+

d)

Now we can try to work out the conservingness and equalizingness conditions
for the case of a recursive problem. Since conservingness is the simplest
one, we will start with that condition.

Theorem 4.1. If the multi-stage stochastic programming problem is recursive,
then a strategy s is conserving if and only if
(4.3)

( ) -lE
WCt] x t
- h

t'

s

Ct ]( h
ce t+l
)
t t+l

+

CtJ ( h )
Xt+l
( ) J for all t
t t+l w[t+1J x +
t 1

and for 1Ps -almost all h .
t
With this formulation of the conservingness condition we are back to the optimality principle.

Proof. Suppose s is conserving, then the second part of lemma 4.1 implies
(4.4 )
for lP -almost all h .
s
t
Lemma 4.2 then allows the following reformulation of the right hand side of
this equation

Using this, we obtain (4.3) from (4.4). The reverse assertion is obtained
by reversing all the arguments.

Actually, this theorem shows why some finite-stage problems can be solved
numerically in an efficient way even if the number of stages is not very
small. For problems which are not recursive one can expect numerical difficulties. In section 5 we will return to this aspect.
For the equalizingness condition we have a reformulation which only works
if the problem is recursive and moreover tail vanishing.

Definition 4.3. The recursive multi-stage stochastic programming problem is
called
(4.5)

taiZ vanishing

if for all strategies s
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Theorem 4.2. If the multi-stage stochastic programming problem is recursive
and tail vanishing, then a strategy s is equalizing if and only if
(4.6 )

Proof. Let s be equalizing, then (4.1) and (4.2) imply that (3.4) can be rewritten as

Now (4.5) implies (4.6). The reverse is obtained by reversing the arguments.

5. Final remarks
The characterization of optimal strategies in section 3 shows that there is
an essential difference between finite-stage and oo-stage stochastic programming problems in this sense that for oo-stage problems an extra condition is
added in order to ensure optimality. However, even in oo-stage problems this
equalizing-condition may be redundant. This is for instance true, if there
is some sort of strong fading in the decision process (e.g. discounting with
bounded single-stage rewards). Also the opposite may be true, since in Markov
decision processes the conserving-condition can very well be redundant (e.g.
if single-stage rewards are averaged and all states remain attainable from
any other state, namely, in that case all strategies are conserving) •
Rockafellar and Wets use this conserving-condition in [11] to derive a dynamic programming formulation for a multi-stage stochastic program.
Grinold [4] presents an infinite-stage stochastic linear programming problem
in which not all strategies are equalizing.

In section 4, it has been demonstrated how the conserving- and equalizingcondition may be simplified if there is some sort of extra structure in the
problem. Regrettably, this recursive structure is usually not available in
stochastic programming problems where the subsequent stages have a recourse
function. However, Grinold's infinite-stage problem [4] is recursive and
many other types of multi-stage stochastic and deterministic decision problems are recursive. The reason that the standard types of recourse problems
are not recursive is that the set of allowed actions often depends explicitlyon what happened before the current state was attained. For example, the
multi-stage stochastic program as formulated by Rockafellar and Wets [11] is
not recursive and hence the dynamic programming formulation is not of much
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numerical use. However, in many types of multi-stage stochastic programs
the dependence of the allowed action set on the foregoing stages is of a
very simple kind and then it is possible to reformulate the

proble~

a way that it becomes recursive. This will be demonstrated in an
Example. In stage n

1, ••• ,N a vector y

n

m
Em, y

n

~

in such

exampl~.

0 has to be selected

such that

where ~ are m x £-matrices and ~n E m£ is a random vector which is observed
at stage n before the selection of y . The vectors ~ are independent and
n
n
have given distributions. The object is to minimize

- A Y1 - ... - An- 1Yn- 1 = ~ n - ~ n- 1 together
1
with ~ as state of the system, then the problem becomes recursive with state
n
space lR 2 £.
If one chooses in this example

~n

The value of such a trick for numerical purposes should not be underestimated. It causes that the dimension of the dynamic programming problem resulting
from the recursive form of the conserving condition does not increase with
the number of stages. For this type of dynamic programming problems the numerical techniques have been improved considerably in recent years. However,
the size of the problem quickly grows out of hand.

That not all multi-stage decision problems fit into the set-up of this paper
may be demonstrated by referring to Evers' monograph [2J. Evers' oo-stage linear programs, which are deterministic, fit into the set-up with the exception of his optimality criterion. As far as we see, his criterion cannot be
written as an expected utility. However, his criterion is nearly equivalent
with other criteria which make the problem recursive.
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